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Call of cthulhu character creation

It's time for some more information regarding my new call about Operation Cthulhu, this time taking a look at the process of creating the right investigators for the adventures ahead. As mentioned some players are not familiar with the RPG system so to give them a better idea of how to prioritize among the
many skills I will give a few pointers along the way and at the same time give some rules on how I plan to handle the process of creating investigators. Currently I only have 2 players confirmed as permanent members of the campaign so I will also give some advice regarding which grounds need to be
covered first and so on. When writing this it came clear I needed to split into 2 articles so as not only to have a large wall of text and information. As mentioned in an earlier post, the player is tasked with creating figures based in London in 1923, mostly investigators working as private detectives or private
investigators in a small agency, with the possibility of also being veterans of World War II. Step 0: Other ways to get started The first thing you need to decide when creating an investigator is which step in the process you should start. If you don't have a clear idea of what kind of investigator you want to
take, just follow the normal steps laid out in the rulebook and let your imagination go through as the dice are rolled and you can start picturing yourself as the new investigator. The other way is of course to focus on what kind of investigator you want to play as, point out a few skills you think are necessary



and then work your way backwards and also rearrange the reels you make to match the character you want to create. As Keeper I'm good with both methods but if you want to fudge the dice roll or just complain about making too many bad rolls I'll probably step in and we can figure something out. The
rulebook has a very easy step-by-step guide on creating your investigator. Step 1: Rolling stats This is a fairly straight forward process and something that should be familiar to most players familiar with RPG in general You roll 3d6 for 5 different stats, Strength, Constitution, Dexterity, Power and
Appearance. Three STR, CON and DEX are standard physical statistics. Strength is a bit like Wisdom in D&amp;D; D/Pathfinder, it gives you a basic score regarding alertness but also your hidden ability to use magic (an important feature later in call of Cthulhu when/if the player discovers magic).
Appearance is what is said, how you investigate looks. Two stats, Size and Smart are scrolled using 2d6+6. This means that the average is about 13 in contrast to the average of 10.5 for the five statistics mentioned). Intelligence is understandable, Size can diffuse a little more. It literally means how
tall/large/bulky your investigator (no different sizes and different races to choose from as in D&amp;D; D). Remember that say something about how much damage you deal on physical attacks while CON+SIZ says something about how many accents you have. Eventually you scroll for Education; this is
done by rolling 3d6+3 (with an average of 13.5). An EDU score of 12 suggests a high school degree. What's more is an investigator with a number of years at university and 16+ in some form of post-university degree or formal degree. Education is an important meast because the career skills score you
get is EDU x 20 (again an average of about 270 points is divided by the relevant skills). It is likely that investigators are veterans of the Great War, which gives them some benefits and limitations compared to those who did not fight. When players have the ability to make investigators who are WWI
veterans I will be combining some additional rules taken from CoC sourcebooks (mainly The Guidebook London and Green and Pleasant Land). If investigators were 16 years of age or older in 1918, they most likely served in the Great War or had good reason why they were dismissed from duty. If that is
the case they achieve the following benefits; Add 1 EDU point per year to operation. This adds 20 skill points that can be used only on the following skills; Climb, Credit Rating (represents ratings or decorations), Drive Auto, First Aid, Handgun, Mechanical Repair, Navigation, Heavy Machinery Operation,
Other Languages, Pilots, Ride, Rifles, Sabre, Sneak and/or Hidden Spot. Veterans are also likely to have picked up a war-time weapon as a souvenir. For the lower rank may be a Lee-Enfield rifle, giving the officers a Webley-Fosbery pistol. Also they have seized a German weapon (again most likely a
Mauser rifle or an automatic luger). War service officials have also taken his toll on investigators. For each year of service they lost SAN 1d4 representing the horrors they experienced first hand (friends died, shot or gassed or even spotted something un natural prowling no man's land between the
trenches). Women did not fight like soldiers during the war, but female investigators may have served in other capacity, most likely field nurses. If that is the case they also achieve 1 EDU and 20 points can be allocated to the following skills; Automatic driving, first aid, mechanical repair, medicine, heavy
machinery operation, other languages, persuasion, pharmaceuticals, hidden spot. Step 2: Career and Background Standards CoC-Rules now you choose a career for you investigator and tell what skills are available to you to allocate your skill points (created by EDUx20). This seems a bit strict, especially
as a career as Private Detective is not something you actually educate yourself, more than a line of work you drift to (or from working as a police officer, a soldier or even just a dilettante with a new fancy). You can also imagine that only 1 or some licensed investigators Detectives they have people helping
them in their business (think characters like Captain Hastings, Miss Lemon or George servants, all the helper of the famous Hercule Poirot). This opens up a range of skills to choose from as private investigative skills pools are themselves not so exciting. The players should try to coordinate their
backgrounds and careers, both to make the investigators really seem as trustworthy as friends (or family) but also to think a little meta and try to include some important skill base to maximize the chances of adventure success. Hercule Poirot and Captain Hasting represent a duo with additional skills as
private investigators. I encourage my players to make the investigators they find interesting and enjoy playing. They shouldn't feel too locked into which skills are available for certain professions but think of their background to explain the skills you end up choosing. For example, those with higher education
from the UK and/or who have attended some reputable public schools are likely to have a score in Latin (especially if you have also studied law, medicine or history) even if their chosen profession does not list other languages among the available skills. For part 2 check out this post. I've run a lot of Call of
Cthulhu games over the last few months, and there are a few areas where I've seen pop ups where people can get confused when it comes to making a character. Making a character in Call of Cthulhu can be a relatively simple relationship, but with eight different characteristicss and more skills to divide
your points between, as well as different ways to create a character, there are some potential pitfalls. Players who don't have a lot of RPG experience may not be sure what the best way to do a character is, and players with experience in one system or other settings may experience problems thanks to
prejudice. So today this blog post is here to help. Perhaps there are other tips that can be given, or other areas that can be focused on, these are just a few issues and the cursor that I have identified. Be aware of different character creation methodsThere are two main forms of character creation - the full
method contained in the Investigator Handbook; and the Quick Fire method, which is featured in the Quick Start rules and is characterized as an optional rule in handbook.The full investigator method has you scrolling for your characteristics, while in the Quick Fire method you only need to use a standard
array of numbers, which you slot where you want. Confusion can occur when inging points for your skills. In the full method, you create career skills points based on your education and occupation, as well as personal interest skill scores based on your intelligence. These points are then used to enhance
your skills, in addition to being on top of basic value for each of those skills. However, in the Quick Fire method, you have a range of standard Career skills points where you participate in a credit rating or any of your Career Skills. These values completely ignore the base value. You will also have a
standard array of personal benefit points, which increase the basic value of skills. Therefore, these two methods handle assigning points to your skills in different ways and should not be confused. If you use the Quick Fire method, but increase the basic value with your career skill points, you will have
higher skills than intended, and if you use the full method, but instead of increasing the basic value of the skill, you will have lower skills than intended. Use either method as well, but you should know which one you are using. If using a method other than the one you usually use, unless you are sure that
you are familiar with both methods, you should try to only follow the written instructions and ignore what you think you know about the point assignment. On top of that, the Investigator Handbook provides a few more optional rules for changing the full character creation method, such as assigning your
characteristics through point purchases or modifying low-featured reels. Personally, if I want to make a character quickly, and I'm not investing in that character, the Quick Fire method is good. If I invest more, and want to give that character more attention, then I will use the full method, but I prefer to use
the point of purchase for characteristics rather than rolling them. It allows me to adjust the character a little more and make sure that the character has reasonable balance characteristics, when rolling you can easily get a lot of good reels, or a lot of very poor reels. What types of skills are most likely to be
useful? The average call of the Cthulhu game will involve investigating clues and talking to people, in an attempt to learn more about anything behind the latest bizarre disappearance/death/other bizarre events, while trying not to die and/or go crazy in the process. Spot Hidden will probably always be one
of the most useful skills for an investigator, as it will often be used to find clues at the crime scene and also can often alert investigators if they are about to stumble into danger. Listening will probably come up less than Spot Hidden but can also be very important in getting any early warning about danger,
as well as eavesdropping clues in the conversation. If the player is in danger, then they may want a decent Fighting (Brawl) or a Weapons skill, but the extent to which this is important will vary across the game. Even the most investigative focus games can have some combat in them however, and it's
better to be I'm more than sorry. If there is a combat ability, and that danger can be dangerous (usually), then at least one person in the there should be a decent first aid, and, unless you can guarantee to be near a hospital, Medicine.Library Use is important when it comes to background research behind
any mystery being investigated, but I think its importance can be exaggerated. Investigators probably won't be able to find a book in the local library explaining everything no matter how hard they look and unless there's an urgent time commitment, they can spend more time after the Use Library scroll fails
to come back and search again later. So using the library is an important skill, but probably not quite as important as some might assume it is. It is quite important that social skills: Charm, Fast-Talk, Intimidate and Persuade. To a lesser extent Credit Ratings and Appearance Characteristics can also play a
role in social interactions, as Keepers can ask their players to play a credit rating role or appear to establish the NPC's initial response to a character. It will be very rare for a Call of Cthulhu game not to have at least some social interaction roles, so players should ensure their characters have at least one
good social skill. Of course, all of that will depend on the type of scenario you're going to play, so ask your Keeper if the game(s) are more focused on investigation, or social interaction or combat. What skills do other party members have? Investigators will be able to operate independently if they are
separated for any reason. This means that you should not create a horse a tip that is useful only in one or two situations. However, assuming you are not the only player, you will and should cooperate with your fellow investigators, so it is worth talking to them and finding out what skills they are focused on.
There is no point in everyone in the party all being good at the exact same things. Instead, it would be ideal if each member of the party included their own proper, so that the party as a whole could be prepared for a series of possible events. So before creating your character, talk to other players and see
if they know what they're going to do. Then be prepared to change your idea of your character to better support the rest of the team and encourage other players to do the same. What's the difference between Charm, Fast Talk and Persuade? It's easy for a call by Cthulhu investigators to put more of their
points into persuasive and relatively ignored Charm and Fast Talk skills, which can end up being very damaging to a character or to their investigation. In &amp;D; D only has Persuasive skills, without any equivalent for Charm and Fast Talk, so it's easy for anyone to play D&amp;D; D to see persuasive
skills, let's assume it works the same way. Or a player may not necessarily know the difference between those three skills and think they are interchangeable, but rather It's not like that. Description for persuasive skills say this: Use persuasion to convince a target of a particular idea, concept or belief
through reasoned reasoning, debate and discussion. Persuasion can be used without reference to the truth. The successful application of persuasion takes time: at least half an hour. If you want to convince someone quickly, you should use Fast Talk. [1] Therefore, Persuasion represents a character's
ability to argue for a long time, and should focus on reasonable reasoning or reasoning. For example, try to convince an NPC that the rest of deep ones indicates an underwater civilization does not affect human life by taking the time to come up with known facts that will be represented using Persuasion.
Try to persuade the same NPC to run, because having a Deep One in the next room or asking them to tell you anything they've recently seen can be directed towards deep one activity that shouldn't be done by a convincing reel. As mentioned above, the description for Persuasion skills says that you
should Talk Fast if you want to convince someone quickly, but the description for Fast Talk makes it clear that Fast Talk is not only 'Persuasive but faster'. Fast Talk is particularly limited to verbal tricks, deception and wrong orientation, such as bamboozling a bouncer to let you inside a club, getting
someone to sign a form they haven't read, making a cop look the other way, and so on... After a short time (usually after the quick talker has left the scene) the target will realize that they have been conned. The effect is always temporary, although it will last longer if a difficult success is achieved. [2]
Therefore, Fast Talk should involve some degree of deception and can be used to access somewhere you are not meant to gain or gain NPC information normally would not have been. For example, if investigators believe that a certain NPC has seen signs of Deep Ones, but the NPC does not want to say
anything, they can use Fast Talk to convince the NPC that they are actually from the police department, or by mis redirecting him in conversation , they could have put him up and say something he intended to keep quiet. Note that the effectiveness of Fast Talk is always temporary, so if it is used,
investigators should expect consequences if they return to that NPC later. Finally, Charm is described as follows: Charm has many forms, including physical attractiveness, charm, flattery or simply the warmth of personality. Charm can be used to force someone to act in a certain way, but not entirely
contrary to the person's normal behavior. [3] If investigators are being friendly or trying to build a ties to an NPC, then they should make a Charm roll, rather than Persuasion or Fast Talk. Charm is not, contrary to what some players might assume, just a captivating skill, there is a much wider use than that.
[4] I I that, out of these three skills, Charm is actually the one that is most useful. It doesn't need to take as long as a convincing effort, and it doesn't leave the NPC feeling like they've been duped. If the player requires a convincing or quick Talk roll, unless those skills clearly fit the situation better, then I can
ask the player to justify why what they are doing should be counted as Persuasion or Fast Talk, and I would regard Charm as the default social skill that should be used. Persuasion and Fast Talk clearly have their uses, but most of the time, investigators can expect to use Charm more. In short:·
Persuasion is for long, reasoned debates; Quick talk should involve some degree of deception and should be done quickly. Charm is for when investigators are being friendly to an NPC, and should probably be considered the default social skill What is the difference between Psychoast psychology and
psychology? One difference between skills that players can be confused with is between Psychoast psychology and psychology. Psychoathology is described like this: Skills refer to the range of emotional theotherapy, not just for Freudian procedures. Official psychotherapy was still in its infancy in the
1890s, although some procedures are as old as humanity's. It was sometimes seen as a fraud study even in the 1920s. The then common term for an analyst or scholar of emotional disorder is 'alienist'. In this day and day, a combination of the theables has developed, and this skill can now be named
psychiatric treatment. [5] Therefore, Psychoathology represents the use of official treatment. There is little reason for the average investigator to have this skill, although they should of course take it if they decide their investigator is a foreigner or distracted by profession, or they can take it as a skill of
personal interest if they decide their investigator is an enthusiastic freudian amateur. The opposite psychology is described as this: A common cognitive skill for everyone , it allows the user to study an individual and form an idea of the motivation and personality of others. [6] So while psychoagon is a
formal skill, Psychology simply represents your intuition and ability to distinguish other people's motivations. If you're a D&amp;D player D, you can think of Psychology as the Call of Cthulhu equivalent to Insight skills. Investigators won't need any special training or education to have a high psychological
skill (although training may have helped), but I expect an investigator with high psychoast mentality to also have a high EDU. Career vs Personal InterestWhen creating an investigator, you get skill points through Your Career (assuming you're using full character creation rules), with different Careers
offering different skill points and and different skills; and for personal use. For example, accounting for skill points with your edu X 4, can be placed into the following skills: Accounting, Law, Library Use, Listening, Persuasion, Spot Hidden, any other two skills such as personal specialty or era (e.g.
Computer Use). These skills are all things that investigators can use as part of their careers, and your skill points can be divided between them as you wish. In general, career skills have some important investigative abilities, such as Using libraries or Hiding in place, so you can create a useful, relatively
all-around investigator only from professional skills. Something that you should try and do if you want your character to feel more realistic is to focus your career skills points on what seems like the most important skills for your career. For example, it will be possible to create an accountant but put all your
career skills points into the library using, listening, persuasive and hidden spots, and there is no point in accounting or law. Accounting and Law don't seem to have the skills that appear very often in the game, but I think the characters are designed by thinking about the skills that characters with that
profession should have, rather than thinking entirely about which skills are most likely to be useful in a game , will be more interesting and feel more realistic. Plus, a creative player can try and think about ways that Accounting or Law can be useful skills in an investigation. Along with career skills, you also
get more skill points through your Personal Interests. Investigators also draw on experience and knowledge obtained from homage and other non-professional activities, known as personal interests. [7] These can be included in any available skills, but I think they should be included in the skills that
investigators may actually have as a hobby. For example, you can include your Personal Interest skills in important investigative skills like Spot Hidden, or you can use them to strengthen your career skills, but that won't make a character very interesting, nor does it make much sense (in the real world) ,
people's interests and careers are often not much overlapping). Instead, why not decide that your accountant prefers to work on his car on weekends, so has driving and mechanical repair such personal interests? Or perhaps he likes hiking, so has the world been natural and navigated as personal
benefit? Skills like this can be easily useful in an adventure and will help make your character more rounded. Read the Investigator Handbook Investigator's Handbook has a lot of good information in it and is a great reference for players. The About how investigative organizations can give a lot of
inspiration to players and why they can start with some interest in occult, or even Cthulhu Legends. If all the players want to As part of the same organization, then this can also really help party cohesion, and give everyone a reason in the game to want to cooperate with their fellow investigators. Life as an
investigative chapter gives a lot of useful and practical advice as to the kind of things you can often do as part of your investigation. A lot of that is common sense, but it's good advice, and you may not have thought of it yourself. The chapter on Twenties Roaring may go into a little more detail than you
need (biographies of celebrities are nice but unnecessary reading), but it provides a useful summary of the history and culture of twenty for those who don't know much about the period. The Tips chapter gives players a lot of useful advice on things like setting expectations, dealing with conflicts between
parties, and collaborating with other players. Again, a lot of this will seem like common sense, but it solves common problems. And above all, the Investigator's Handbook also includes a copy of The Dunwich Horror for anyone who has not read it. Dunwich Horror is far from Lovecraft's favorite stories[8]
but it is a great representation of what a Call of Cthulhu game might look like, having a group of scholars come together to investigate, and eventually fight, a Mythos. While I don't really like Dunwich's horror that much as a story, I think it's essential reading for anyone who wants to get into call of
Cthulhu.Bring up charactersCall's characterCall game Cthulhu can be harsh and uncaring. Your character may die and/or go crazy before the end of the game, and the last thing you want is to sit out for the rest of the game or have to create a new character while everyone else is playing the fun game. If
you are meant to bring a character to a game, bring two, or maybe even three. Just as a precaution. Practice making characters Eventually, making characters is a skill that can be practiced, and you can get faster at making them. This will help the session numbers run more smoothly and help you get
back to the game faster if your character dies and you don't bring a backup. The practice of character making will also help you become more familiar with the overall character creation process and can inspire you to make characters that you may not have. Throwing a character together quickly shouldn't
take too long, especially if you use the Quick Fire method, so why not spend a few hours building a collection of characters? [1] Investigator's Handbook, page 113[2] Ibid, page 105[3] Ibid, page 101[4] As a side note, Keepers should note that if investigators are generally friendly, but do not try to learn
anything specifically, the Appearance roll (or even Credit Rating) may be appropriate to find out how successful the player is ingratiating yourself with NPC. [5] Ibid, page 114[6] Ibid, page 114[7] Ibid, page 50[8] That honor was converted to Color Out of Space. Space.
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